Celebrating Another Year of Our Work

Our organization remains restless as we enter another year of reversing the trend of destruction of the ocean. In the face of threats like climate change, pollution, and overfishing, we continue to be responsive and dynamic in our work.

2019 was full of achievements that will help protect our ocean and our future.

- Through our [Blue Resilience Initiative](#), we continued to work with partners in Jobos Bay, Puerto Rico, to establish our newest planting site for our program SeaGrass Grow.

- The [International Ocean Acidification Initiative](#) conducted two regional workshops, one government training, and granted out 6 monitoring kits to laboratories.

- We launched a unique new plastics initiative, [Redesigning Plastics](#).

- Our [44 hosted projects](#) carried out specialized work across the ocean.

- 58 grants, totaling $1,269,169, were administered to support work of other organizations aligned with our mission.

- Our [brand new website](#) makes it easier to learn more about what ocean issues you are most interested in, as well as how to support them.

- We published more resources, ranging from our [Plastic Ocean Pollution Research Page](#) to [Key Takeaways of the latest IPCC Report](#).
Support our Continued Success in 2020

We are so grateful for all of the contributions we receive to advance our work. If you haven’t made a gift yet this year, you can still make your end-of-year donation to advance our work.

Tell us what you loved the most this year and help us reach new heights in 2020!

Donate Now